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Endangered species threatened by financial meltdown

Well, looks like Dateline Earth gets to say "We told you so" twice in the space of

a few weeks.* Check out this article in the Desert Sun, down in Palm Springs,

Calif., saying the funding for the Coachella Valley's habitat "conservation" plan

isn't going to come through because of the rough economic patch we're hitting

now.

Briefly, a habitat "conservation" plan allows developers, mining companies --

whoever -- to harm the habitat of endangered species in exchange for promising

to do something good for the species somewhere else. As the Dateline Earth

duo explained in a series of articles a few years ago, this tradeoff is frequently

not in favor of species supposedly protected under the Endangered Species Act.

About the Coachella Valley HCP itself, we showed how inadequate science meant

the deaths of untold numbers of the imperiled Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard. See the third section of this

story.

Now, because of the downturn in expected fees to be paid by developers -- who aren't going to be developing

nearly as much now that we've hit the skids economically -- the land-preservation efforts are going off the track,

too.

That problem of promising to buy land based based on not-very-solid financing plans isn't one we identified for the

Coachella Valley plan. However, we did identify it for another Southern California plan, the one that's allowed

growth to keep going gangbusters around San Diego despite flimsy plans to provide the dough needed to purchase

and preserve a fraction of endangered species' habitat in the county.

Our lede on the San Diego story was one of the more colorful in the package:

SAN DIEGO -- At what is supposed to be a nature preserve, used condoms and hypodermic needles litter the
riverside. Just down the way, homeless people camp.

Another preserve, a glorified median strip alongside Interstate 8, is being invaded by non-native iceplant. At a
neighboring construction site, a jackhammer punctuates the roar of traffic.

All three spots are earmarked for permanent protection under a federally approved habitat conservation plan.
But eight years into the 50-year plan, the promised financing source has never materialized and officials are
struggling to maintain the preserves.

* Our last "We told you so" involved University of Washington researcher Dave Montgomery. More on him soon.
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